
100% Software 
Platform

FUTURE PROOF

No matter how technology changes, our flexible and cost-effective 
software upgrades have you covered.

FAIL SAFE

If one controller goes down for any reason, another controller takes over 
seamlessly. Zero down time. 

BUDGET FRIENDLY

No proprietary systems needed. Works with off-the-shelf hardware.  
Start small and expand as needed. 

INTUITIVE OPERATION

Easy to install, easier to use.

LIMITLESS RESOLUTION

See the big picture … in detail. There’s virtually no limit to the source 
resolution you can display.

Hiperwall software powers the most cutting-edge video walls and 

distributed visualization systems available today. From command and 

control to global enterprise installations, Hiperwall software enables 

clear communications and facilitates critical decision making.

IP-based solution that’s powerful, 
scalable and easy to implement.



Control Applications

HiperController Add-Ons
We offer exciting software add-ons that significantly increase the 
capabilities of your controller software. 

HiperAccess: A powerful user authentication tool to limit 
access to Hiperwall capabilities and assign a set of permitted 
capabilities to operators. Includes detailed logging for enhanced 
accountability. 

HiperLayout: Allows multiple physical video walls as part of a 
single system. Supports unique and artistic wall configurations 
including a mixture of display sizes and rotation angles.

HiperKVM: Enables the operator to control the keyboard 
and mouse of a remote source PC on the system. Perfect for 
situations where the main controller is not local.

HiperInterface: An external interface (API) that lets you control 
many functions of the Hiperwall system from third-party  
applications or devices, such as control systems like AMX or 
Crestron, scripting languages, tablets, and smart phones.

HiperController
HiperController Software and user interface controls what, 
where, how and when content is displayed. The user interface 
shows you a representation of your entire system. As you add, 
move, resize and change content on the user interface, the 
actions occur on your video wall in real time. 

Features
Animation: Animation allows the user to define movement and changes 
of content quickly and easily without prerendering. On the fly, you can 
move an object across a path of your choice. Change the size, rotation, 
transparency and other visual effects.

Video Engine: Highly optimized video playback rendering with 4K video 
capability and enhanced performance.  

Powerful Content Manipulation: Hiperwall software’s content 
manipulator works in real-time showing finished content as it appears on 
the wall. Drag content anywhere. Resize, zoom, rotate, magnify, adjust 
transparency. Content color shading and filters. Object pixelation for 
privacy. Easily clone multiple sychronized copies of content.

SmartSnap™: Rapidly resize content to customizable boundaries. Set up 
display content in seconds. 

Schedule and Restore: Content can be arranged and saved as 
“environments” and restored on demand, or scheduled to appear at any 
time.

Slide Show: Set content to automatically change from one view to the 
next. Works with any content, including live sources, video, text, and 
images. Achieve professional results with easy to use controls.

HiperOperator
HiperOperator Software Remote access to your video walls 
from PCs and mobile devices such as Windows/Linux tablets, 
so you can support and manage your video wall anywhere, 
anytime.

We specialize in software for highly interactive video walls. 

Our flexible software is designed for any video wall from the smallest to the most complex with software applications that manage the input, control and 
output of a video wall system. We also provide a powerful solution for sharing and collaboration among systems.

HiperFailSafe
HiperFailSafe Software converts your single-controller system 
to fault tolerance. The software includes a controller and the 
technology to pair with a second controller to create a fail-safe 
system. Requires the addition of two computers to your system.



HiperSource IP Streams 
— Designed to bridge IP 
stream sources (such as IP 

cameras, or h.264 encoders) to a 
video wall.

HiperSource Browser — 
Perfect for displaying ultra-
high resolution content 

(over 200 million pixels) or sending 
several high-resolution web pages 
from a single PC.

OUTPUT
HiperView Software powers the video wall’s display devices. 
Each display or projector is managed by an ultra-small, low-
cost computer running HiperView software. HiperView is 
available in HD and UHD versions. 

HiperView LED add-on enables the accurate control of the total 
resolution of an LED wall. Requires HiperLayout and HiperView.

COLLABORATE

HiperCast Software enables users to share live feeds, 
information and other content between Hiperwall systems. With 
HiperCast software installed HiperSource Sender content can be 
shared quickly between multiple locations or divisions of a large 

company or organization. 

Premum Suite
Get HiperFailSafe, HiperController and the HiperController add-ons in a cost-saving bundle.
• Fault tolerance is built in -- two controllers run simultaneously. If one controller fails, the other ensures 

continuous operation. No down time!

• Upgrades are free: Keep your maintenance agreement up to date and you’ll get any new HiperController  
add-ons free. 

Input, Output and Collaboration Applications

Standard Features HiperFailSafe HiperAccess HiperLayout HiperKVM HiperInterface

 Premium Suite n n n n n n

 HiperController n

INPUT
HiperSource is a suite of applications that delivers your content 
to the video wall whether it’s from desktop capture, IP camera 
streams, capture card input or video files. The software consists 
of a group of interchangeable applications, each of which is 

optimized to work with specific types of content. 

HiperSource Applications:
HiperSource Sender — 
Sends a PC screen or a 
portion of a screen to 
the wall. Best used for 
low-frame-rate and high 
resolution content.

HiperSource Streamer — 
For video streaming from 
a PC or capture device. 
Allows for both low and 
high frame rates and 
resolution up to 4K.

Hiperwall software is one of the only 
solutions that lets you display content 
anywhere on the wall regardless of display 
boundaries without having to create time-
consuming zones. 

Router

Gigabit Network

HiperView HD or UHD
on each display’s computer

HiperFailSafe

Video Wall

HiperSource SenderHiperSource 
IP Streams

HiperSource Browser 

HiperOperator

HiperSource Streamer

OUTPUT

INPUT

CONTROL HiperControllerHiperController
Fault Tolerant System

HiperOperator

h.264 EncoderIP CameraHiperSource Sender

Six displays each with a 
small, attached computer 
running HiperView 
software.

A fault-tolerant system 
with three computers 
running HiperController 
and HiperFailSafe.

Two HiperOperator PCs 
attached for remote 
control.

A gigabit network using 
ordinary Ethernet cables. 

Source PC’s running the 
HiperSource applications 
Sender, Streamer, IP 
Streams and Browser.
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Command and Control
Acquire visual intelligence, make informed decisions, enhance group 
collaboration, keep executives informed and receive important alerts. 

“We use Hiperwall to display our outage map, track vehicle 
locations, check the weather radar and obtain security camera 
feeds of video in and around our facility.”

-- Wayne Odom, IT Administrator at Four County EMC.

Digital Signage
Create a video wall as large as you choose (unlimited scalability), attract 
attention with a large-scale display, impress with unlimited pixel resolution 
and easily change content.

“Visitors remark on the beauty of the presentation, its visual 
impact, and the emotional connection that is created between 
the visitor and the stories presented on the video.”

-- Melanie Poole, Communications Officer with the American 
Village Citizenship Trust.

Entertainment
Engage, inform and entertain an audience, make the technology a part of 
the experience.

“Hiperwall gives our creative team state-of-the-art digital 
content capabilities like no other solution available on the 
market.” 

-- Blue Man Group

Corporate AV
Communicate important information, messages and updates, promote 
your brand, easily change content, distribute information throughout a 
facility, and send key information to executives. 

“The main goal for the wall was to serve as this visually striking, 
dynamic centerpiece in the lobby for clients, partners who come 
and visit, and internal employees as well. The images are so 
bright and vivid that it is really a striking presentation as soon 
as you walk in the lobby. I do believe our goals for the wall have 
been accomplished.”

-- Todd Spencer, T3’s Enterprise Architecture Supervisor. 

Education
Enhance the educational experience, facilitate collaborative learning, 
update content quickly, improve communication with students and 
visitors, and create a larger display for a big class to see.

“It has revolutionized my course—not just how I teach, but 
what I teach as well. Using the Collaborative Digital Learning 
Lab (CDLL), my students are interacting, solving problems and 
visualizing chemistry in a way I haven’t been able to attempt 
before.”

-- Dr. Nate Brandstater, Associate Professor of Chemistry, La 
Sierra University.

Hiperwall Solutions
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